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how did it happen that the latter day saints once distin-
guished primarily by their group economic political and social
activity and by certain peculiar beliefs and practices came to
be noted in this century primarily for the nonusenon use of liquor to-
bacco tea and coffee certain evidence suggests that an im-
portant contributing factor was economic in nature economic
interpretations are almost always inadequate and one sided but
they frequently offer helpful insights into historical processes
and their causation this essay is presented not as a final in-
terpretationterpretation but only as a contribution toward the understand-
ing of a sensitive phase of utah history that has seldom been
studied

the word of wisdom of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints is a part of its revealed scripture having been
announced by joseph smith first prophet of the mormonscormonsMormons at
kirtland ohio on february 27 1833 the name of the revela-
tion word of wisdom is found in the first verse of the
revelation which begins A word of wisdom for the benefit
of the council of high priests assembled in kirtland ohio
and the church and also the saints in zion i e missouri

the admonitions given in the revelation are as follows1follows1

1 it is not good to drink wine or strong drink except during
the lord s supper when it should be pure wine of
your own make

2 tobacco is not good for man
3 hot drinks interpreted contemporaneously and at pre-

sent to mean tea and coffee are not good for man
4 god has made available for man s use wholesome herbs

and fruits these are to be used in their seasons with
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prudence and thanksgiving grain is set apart for man s

use as the staff of life
5 the flesh of beasts and fowls also isis ordained for man s

use but must be used sparingly it should not be used
except in the winter durinduring cold weather and I1in titimesimes
of famine

those who obey these admonitions are given promises that
they shall receive health and strength find wisdom and great
treasures of knowledge run and not be weary and walk and
not faint and escape the destroying angel who will pass by
them and not slay them the revelation states that it was given
as a greeting rather than as a commandment or by way of
11 constraint but it purported to show forth the order and will
of god in the temporal salvation of all saints in the last days
it was given as a principle with promise and was adapted to
the capacity of the weak and the weakest of all saints

there are two theories as to the origin of the word of
wisdom one is that it grew out of specific problems in the
early history of the mormon church thus the provision with
respect to wine states that it was given in consequence of the
11 evils and designs which do and will exist in the hearts of con-
spiring men among these were the apparent attempts of
hostile elements to dispose of church leaders by putting poison
in wine similarly the provision on tobacco is said to have
grown out of the complaints of emma smith wife of joseph
about the condition of her floors after meetings of early church
leaders in her home brigham related the circumstances as fol-
lows

I1 think I1 am as well acquainted with the circumstances which
led to the giving of the word of wisdom as any man inin the
church although I1 was not present at the time to witness
them the first school of the prophets was held in a small
room situated over the prophet joseph s kitchen over
this kitchen was situated the room in which the prophet re-
ceived revelations and in which he instructed his brethren
the brethren came to that place for hundreds of miles to at-
tend school in a little room probably no larger than eleven
by fourteen when they assembled together inin this room after
breakfast the first thing they did was to light their pipes
and while smoking talk about the great things of the king-
dom anandd spit all over the room and as soon as the pipe was
out of their mouths a large chew of tobacco would then be
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taken often when the prophet entered the room to give the
school instructions he would find himself inin a cloud of to-
bacco smoke this and the complaints of his wife at having
to clean so filthy a floor made the prophet think upon the
matter and he inquired of the lord relating to the conduct
of the elders inin using tobacco and the revelation known as
the word of wisdom was the result of his inquiry 2

in recent years a number of scholars have contended that
the revelation is an outgrowth of the temperance movement
of the early nineteenth century according to dean D mc-
brien who first expressed this theory the word of wisdom was
a remarkable distillation of the prevailing thought of frontier
america in the early 1830 s each provision in the revelation
he claimed pertained to an item which had formed the basis of
widespread popular agitation in the early 1830 s

A survey of the situation existing at kirtland when the revela-
tion came forth is a sufficient explanation for it the temper-
ance wave had for some time been engulfing the west just a
few years before robert owen had abolished the use of
ardent spirits in his community at new harmony in 1826
marcus morton had founded the american temperance
society called at first the cold water society by way of con-
tempt in june 1830 the millennialmillenialMil lenial harbinger quoted in
full and with the hearty personal endorsement of alexander
campbell an article from the philadelphia journal of
health which in turn was quoting a widely circulated book
the simplicity of health which article most strongly con-

demned the use of alcohol tobacco the eating intemperately
of meats thereafter campbell and his paper gave wide
publicity to the temperance cause temperance societies were
organized inin great numbers during the early thirties sixsix
thousand being formed in one year on the western reserve
many temperance lectures were delivered many temperance
pamphlets circulated and many temperance meetings held
from 1826 on the arguments used everywhere were based
as much on physical as on moral grounds on october 6
1830 the kirtland temperance society was organized with
two hundred thirty nine members among its members were
listed a george smith several morleysmorlessMorleys a wells a coe and
a lyman these are names all associated with the history of
mormonism and it is not improbable though not known as
certain that these temperance workers had relatives among
the saints even if they themselves were not mormonscormonsMormons
this society at kirtland was a most active one it revo-
lutionizedlut the social customs of the neighborhood
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mcbrien then goes ahead to point out that the temperance
society succeeded in eliminating a distillery in kirtland on feb
mray 1 1833 just twenty seven days before the latter day
saint revelation counseling abstinence was announced and
that the distillery at mentor near kirtland was also closed at
the same time

how did mormon leaders and members interpret their ob-
ligationsligations under the new revelation the evidence points two
ways some apparently regarded the revelation as prohibitory
and binding and wanted to make the obedience of its principles
a matter of fellowship the church council inin kirtland in feb-
ruary 1834 for example adopted the following resolution no
official member in this church is worthy to hold an office after
having the word of wisdom properly taught him and he the
official member neglecting to comply with it or obey it 4

in december 1836 the church congregation voted a pledge of
total abstinence from intoxicants after which water was used in
the lord s supper 5 at a general meeting conducted by church
authorities in far west missouri in 1837 the membership
agreed that we will not fellowship any ordained member who
will not or does not observe the word of wisdom according
to its literal reading 6 several months later at the annual con-
ference of the church joseph smith spoke on the word of
wisdom and stated that it should be observed 7 moreover
when a council at far west tried a high church official david
whitmer for his fellowship the first of the five charges
against him was that he did not observe the word of wisdom 8

taking the 1830 s and 1840 s as a whole however there
is considerable evidence that many mormon leaders and mem-
bers believed that the word of wisdom meant only a piece
of good advice and nothing more one large group of mor-
mon families for example was advised in 1838 that they
should not be too particular in regard to the word of wis-
dom 9 the same attitude continued during the years
183918451839 1845 when the mormonscormons were in nauvoo illinois 10

joseph smith s published journal moreover indicates a
somewhat casual treatment of the injunctions contained in the
revelation after a double wedding in january 1836 he wrote
we then partook of some refreshments and our hearts were
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made glad with the fruit of the vine this is according to the
pattern set by our savior himself and we feel disposed to pa-
tronize all the institutions of heaven A fortnight later at the
marriage of the apostle john boynton the prophet was pre-
sented by orson hyde luke johnson and warren parrish with
three servers of glasses filled with wine to bless and it

fell to my lot to attend to this duty he wrote which I1 cheer-
fully discharged it was then passed round in order then the
cake in the same order and sufsugsufficefice it to say our hearts were
made glad while partaking of the bounty of earth which was
presented until we had taken our fill and joy filled every bos-
om and the countenancescountenancer of old and young seemed to bloom
alike with cheerfulness and smiles of youth the feast he
wrote was conducted after the order of heaven which has a
time fforgoror all things 12 A few months later in the same year
joseph records that he took his mother and aunt clarissa in a
carriage to painsvillegainsvillePainsville ohio where they produced a bottle of
wine broke bread ate and drank and parted after the ancient
order with the blessings of god 13

A tolerant rather than vigilant attitude also characterized
the application of the word of wisdom in pioneer utah brig-
ham young although a fairly strict adherent to the word of
wisdom particularly after 1861 did not make the obedience
of it a matter of fellowship nor did he identify the word of
wisdom with moral principle As nels anderson wrote for
him the test of a man s faith was his integrity to an assignment
given by the church could a man take a company of saints to
a desert and hold them to the task of building a community
then it didndian t matter much to brother brigham if he was a user
of whiskey and tobacco those word of wisdom virtues were
precious to him but secondary 14

president young s remarks in the old tabernacle in salt
lake in 1861 were surely not typical and yet they indicate a
kindly though disapproving eye toward tobacco users

many of the brethern chew tobacco and I1 have advised
them to be modest about it do not take out a whole plug
of tobacco in meeting before the eyes of the congregation
and cut off a long slice and put it in your mouth to the
annoyance of everybody around do not glory inin this dis-
graceful practice if you must use tobacco put a small portion
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in your mouth when no person sees you and be careful that
no one sees you chew it I1 do not charge you with sin you
have the word of wisdom read it some say oh as I1
do in private so do I1 in public and I1 am not ashamed of it
it is at least disgraceful to expose your absurdities
some men will go into a clean and beautifully furnished par
lour with tobacco in their mouths and feel I1 ask no odds
I1 would advise such men to be more modest and not spit
upon the carpets and furniture but step to the door and be
careful not to let any person see you spit or what is better
omit chewing untuntil1 you have an opportunity to do so without
offending 1015

likewise at the fortieth annual conference of the saints inin
salt lake city inin 1870 president young similarly took time
to chastise the members

on sunday after meeting going through the gallery of the
new tabernacle which had been occupied by those claiming
no doubt to be gentlemen and perhaps brethren you might
have supposed that cattle had been standing around there and
dropping their nuisances here and there were great quidsauids
of tobacco and places a foot or two feet square smeared
with tobacco juice I1 wish the doorkeepersdoor keepers when in the
future they observe any persons besmearingbesmearing the seats and
floor in this way to request them to leave the house and if
they refuse and will not stop spitting about and besmearingbesmearing
their neighbors just take them and lead them out carefully
and kindly it is an imposition for those claiming to be gentle-
men to spit tobacco juice for ladies to draw their clothes
through and besmear them or to leave their dirt in the house
we request all addicted to this practice to omit it while in
this house elders of israel if you must chew tobacco omit
it while in meeting and when you leave you can take a
double portion if you wish to 16

obviously such backslidersbacksliders were in the minority nearly
every reliable writer who traveled through mormon country
in the nineteenth century made special comment of the fact
that the latter day saints were frugal industrious sober and
temperate to quote just one example from among the many
jules remy and julius brenchley after a relatively lengthy tour
through the mormon commonwealth in 1855 wrote the fol-
lowing about its citizens

the style of living among the mormonscormons isis simple and frugal
they are very temperate which enables them the better to
bear the privations to which they are exposed by their frequent
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changes of place and during the periods of scarcity too
often caused by great droughts and the ravages of locusts
bread maizemalzemaizemalze potatoes pompionspomplonspomppomplonsionslons dairy produce bacon beef
are their principal and almost their only food they make
use of tea and coffee less frequently the majority abstain
from fermented or spiritous liquors either voluntarily and
from motives of temperance or on account of their poverty
they chew tobacco more than they smoke it this vile habit
however isis less usual among them than inin other parts of the
union 17

in short the word of wisdom was largely observed but
there can be little doubt that it had not become a group taboo
in the 1850 s and early 60 s

the strong and increased emphasis on the word of wis-
dom which characterized the official mormon attitude through-
out the remainder of the century appears to have begun in
1867 in that year were organized in each mormon community
a women s relief society and a men s school of the prophets
both organizations adopted rules requiring observance of the
spirit and meaning of the word of wisdom 18

the explanation for these rules and the widespread resolves
to obey the word of wisdom seems to lie in the conditions of
the mormon economy separated as they were from the united
states by over 1500 miles of treeless plains hounded as they
had been by hating mobocrats it was necessary for the
latter day saints to develop and maintain a self sufficient econ-
omy in their rocky mountain retreat economic independence
was a necessary goal of the group and every program of the
church tended toward that end economic independence meant
developing all the agricultural mineral and industrial resourc-
es of the region but it also means husbandingbandinghus the cash re-
sources of the community under proper ie church leader-
ship for the purchase of machinery and equipment needed in
building a prosperous commonwealth there must be no waste
of liquid assets on imported consumers goods utah had no
marshall plan on which to rely for the solution of her chronic
shortage of dollars she could not maintain consumption as
usual and still build up her productive power in the way that
was necessary to provide jobs for the never ending streams of
converts coming to zion to dwell and as for the gatheringatherin g
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of the converts also a basic gospel principle that also re-
quired large sums of cash

for the purchase of needed supplies and equipment the
saints had few cash resources they had little cash when they
reached utah and there was no product they could export from
utah to get more cash in the normal commercial way saints
who used their cash to purchase imported bull durham battle
axe plugs tea coffcoffeeee and similar wasteful because not
productive products were taking an action which was opposed
to the economic interests of the territory in view of this situa-
tion president young came to be unalterably opposed to the
expenditure of money by the saints on imported tea coffee and
tobacco it was consistent with the economics of the time that
he should have had no great objection to tobacco chewing if
the tobabcco was grown locally it was also consistent that he
should have successfully developed a locally produced mor-
mon tea to take the place of the imported article something
more permanent andaud productive than tea coffee and tobacco
was wanted for the building of the kingdom in view of the
limited funds at the disposal of the saints

A particularly crucial problem faced the church as the trans-
continental railroad approached utah after the civil war it
was evident to mormon officials that a stepped up program of
economic development was essential if the local economy was
to escape absorption into the wider free trading economy of
the nation at least three things had to be done 1 1 the terri-
tory must utilize every means of earning outside income with
which to purchase machinery and equipment and other needed
imports this was done by taking a contract to construct the
transcontinental line in utah 2 the territory must establish
cooperative stores and industries to insure that the profits of
trade would be available for investment in the local economy
thus was initiated what is known as the cooperative move-
ment in mormon history 3 the territory must pare con-
sumer imports to the bone in order to finance agricultural and
industrial ie productive imports the school of the prophets
and the women s relief societies figured prominently in execu-
ting this thithlthirdrd phase of mormon policy accented emphasis on
word of wisdom observance after 1867 was unquestionably
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an essential part of the development program stimulated by the
approach of the railroad 19

brigham young s sermons in the 1860 s and 70 s give clear
indication that mormon leaders were worried over the econom-
ic waste resulting from importation of the products prohibited
in the word of wisdom in a letter of instructions to all the
settlements south of great salt lake city president young
wrote

this community has not yet concluded to entirely dispense
with the use of tobacco and great quantities have been imim-
ported into our territory the silver and gold which we have
paid out for this article alone since we first came into utah
would have built several extensive cotton and woolen fac-
tories and filled them with machinery I1 know of no better
climate and soil than are here for the successful culture of
tobacco instead of buying it in a foreign market and import-
ing it over a thousand miles why not raiseraise it in our own
country or do without it true principles of domestic and
political economy would suggest the production at home of
every article of home consumption for herein lies the basis
of wealth and independence for any people
tea isis in great demand in utah and anything under that
name sells readily at an extravagant price this article opens
a wide drain for the escape of much of our circulating med-
ium tea can be produced in this territory in sufficient
quantities for home consumption and if we raise it ourselves
we know that we have the pure article if we do not raise
it I1 would suggest that we do without it 20

an added indication of the thinking of latter day saint
leadership is gleaned from the remarks of brigham young at
one of the sessions of the general conference of the church
held in salt lake city in 1867 at which he strongly urged the
women of the church to refrain from the use of tea and coffee
by this abstinence and by teaching their families to do like-
wise he stated means could be saved and devoted to emigration
the construction of temples and the support of gospel and
economic missionaries 21 on the tobacco question he gave ex-
plicit expression of the economic loss to the saints of importing
that article

you know that we all profess to believe the word of wis-
dom there has been a great deal said about it more inin
former than in latter years we as latter day saints care but
little about tobacco but as mormonscormonsMormons we use vast quantity
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of it how much do you suppose goes annually from this
territory and has for ten or twelve years past inin gold and
silver to supply the people with tobacco I1 will say 60000
brother william H hooper our delegate inin congress came
here inin 1849 and during about eight years he was selling
goods his sales for tobacco alone amounted to over 28000
a year at the same time there were other stores that sold
their share and drew their share of the money expended year-
ly besides what has been brought inin by the keg and by the
half keg the traders and passing emigration have sold
tons of tobacco besides what isis sold here regularly I1 say that
60000 anuallymanually isis the smallest figure I1 can estimate the

sales at tobacco can be raised here as well as it can be raised
in any other place it wants attention and care if we use
it let us raiseraise it here I1 recommend for some man to go to
raising tobacco one man who came here last fall is going
to do so and if he is diligent he will raise quite a quantity
I1 want to see some man go to and make a business of raising
tobacco and stop sending money out of the territory for that
article
some of the brethern are very strenuous upon the word of
wisdom and would like to have me preach upon it and
urge it upon the brethren and make it a test of fellowship
I1 do not think that I1 shall do so I1 have never done so 2212

the attempts of the latter day saints in southern utah and
elsewhere to make wine are also illustrative of the dominating
philosophy of economic self sufficiency one function of these
enterprises of course was to provide wine for the sacrament
of the lord s supper brigham young stated in 1864 1 I1 antici-
pate the day when we can have the privilege of using at our
sacraments pure winewine produced within our borders I1 do not
know that it would injure us to drink wine of our own make
although we would be better without it than to drink it to
excess 21211121212323 wine was used in the sacrament of the church as
late as 1897 24 A more important function of wine making how-
ever was to provide much needed income for the poverty strick
en pioneers in utah s dixie the intention was to sell most of
the wine in mining communities in southern utah and nevada
brigham young instructed as follows first by lightly press-
ing make a white wine then give a heavier pressing and make
a colored wine then barrel up this wine and if my counsel
is taken this wine will not be drunk here but will be exported
and thus increase the fund 112525 more of the dixie wine was con
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sumedfumed in the mormon settlements than church officials had
hoped however and the enterprise was discontinued before
1900

there can be no doubt that a major goal of church policy
in pioneer utah was economic independence achieving self
sufficiency required a policy of urging upon the saints the
necessity of saving their dollars for items which were more
important to the welfare of the group than tea coffee and
tobacco thus it came about that those who wasted their
cash on such unnecessary selfseif gratifying imports were talk-
ed about criticized and accused of being unwilling to sacri-
fice for the common good the majority realized that abstin-
ence would help to build local industry and agriculture and help
to finance immigration and missionary work therefore strong
sanctions were applied against those who refused to cooperate
in this program of building up zion persons who refused to
go along with the policy of nonusenon use were not good mormonscormonsMormons

those interested in promulgating the word of wisdom
worked particularly with the young people who soon learned
that to abstain from tea coffee tobacco and wine all imports

was a test of one s loyalty to the church its program and its
leadership by the time of the 1880 s the word of wisdom
campaign had gone so far as to lead to widespread pledges of
total abstinence the infamous antipolygamy raid the grow-
ing influence of nearby mining camps and the lack of employ-
ment for the younger men all combined in the 1880 s to create
a worrisome problem of drunkenness and juvenile delinquency
at the general and local conferences of the 1880 s much time
was devoted to sermons on the liquor habit the tobacco
habit and similar vices 26 there is evidence that the church s

governing council of twelve apostles took the pledge to
obey the word of wisdom at this time this program was
so effective that in the late 1890 s it was possible for president
lorenzo snow to state that he believed the word of wisdom
was violated as much or more in the improper use of meat as
in other things and he thought the time was near at hand
when the latter day saints should be taught to refrain from

and the of animal blood 2127112727meat eating shedding A matter of
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economic necessity had been converted into a principle of reli-
gious ffaithaithfalthalth

the vast changes in the mormon economy in this century
of course no longer require the monolithic program of sacri-
ficefice and development which spurred utah s pioneers nevert-
helesstheless there has been if anything a heightened emphasis on
the word of wisdom since 1900 much of this is the normal
institutionalization of social ideals and processes but there
is far stronger reason for the continued weight of the word of
wisdom in mormon practice the findings of medical research
several utah born scientists who had been trained in the east
particularly dr john A widtsoe and his wife leah began to
demonstrate the medical truths of the word of wisdom in a
widely read series of articles in mormon magazines and pa-
pers 28 science could now demonstrate to the reasoning mind
the ultimate wisdom of the lord and his prophet in announc-
ing the revelation to his people for reasons of faith loyalty
and good health therefore the faithful latter day saint stistillI1 I1 ob-
serves the word of wisdom
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